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While the novel applications of weak values have recently attracted wide attention, weak measure-
ment, the usual way to extract weak values, suffers from risky approximations and severe quantum
noises. In this paper, we show the weak-value information can be obtained exactly in strong mea-
surement with post-selections, via measuring the coupling-deformed pointer observables, i.e., the
observables selected according to the coupling strength. With this approach, we keep all the ad-
vantages claimed by weak-measurement schemes and at the same time solve some widely criticized
problems thereof, such as the questionable universality, systematical bias, and drastic inefficiency.

PACS numbers: 03.65.Wj, 03.65.Ta, 42.50.Dv, 03.67.-a

I. INTRODUCTION

Introduced by Aharonov, Albert and Vaidman (AAV)
[1–3] about thirty years ago, the weak value arises in
the outcome of weak measurement with postselection,
which is conventionally abbreviated as weak measure-

ment. Weak values play the same role in weak mea-
surements as expectation values play in von Neumann
measurements. The central task of many impressive ap-
plications of weak measurements is then to determine the
weak values which could incorporate the desired informa-
tion [4]. For example, weak-value tomography, to which
we shall pay more attention below, has realized the di-
rect measurements of both quantum states [5–13] and
quantum dynamical processes [14]. The directness and
simplicity of weak-value tomography in implementation
make it perhaps the unique option for the reconstruc-
tions of high-dimensional states, and the current record
is 19200-dimensional states [8]. Such kind of achieve-
ment is practically impossible for standard tomography
techniques [15].

We shall briefly comment on how weak measurements
perform better for many cases in the next section. Never-
theless, some severe disadvantages of weak-measurement
applications have been exposed. A common trouble
arises from the possible failure of weak value as the
real pointer reading, especially when the weak value ap-
proaches infinity [16–19]. It makes weak-measurement
tomography not universal [4, 20, 21]. This shortcoming
also limits the performance of weak-value amplification
[4, 22]. Moreover, weak measurements suffer from serious
quantum noise, which is usually argued as the inevitable
price. For example, to suppress statistical error down to
the same level, weak measurements require several orders
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of magnitude more samples than the standard tomogra-
phy scheme [21]. Besides that, the weak limit is inaccessi-
ble since only finite (even though tiny) coupling strength
can be used in experiments. Systematical errors are then
introduced unavoidably and behave as inevitable bias in
weak-value tomography [21].

Instead of obtaining the weak-value information ap-
proximately as in the originally proposed measurement at
the weak limit, in this article, we show that one can get it
exactly in the original setup but with interaction of arbi-
trary strength, provided that the observable read on the
pointer is properly chosen as a coupling-deformed (CD)
pointer observable. This is our main idea. Our method
works for the whole regime of measurement strength.
The exactness and the utilization of stronger measure-
ments remove the problems of risky approximations and
quantum noise in the determinations of weak values. Par-
ticularly, in the weak-value tomography, our method re-
quires only a slight alteration to the current experimental
setting and thus can be realized in experiments straight-
forwardly.

We arrange this paper as followed. In Sec. II, we
shall introduce the standard formulas of weak values
and weak measurements, and the application in quantum
state tomography. In Sec. III we give our main results
on coupling-deformed pointer observables and demon-
strate how our method solves the mentioned problems.
In Sec. IV we propose methods against possible complex-
ities arising in the method of CD observables. Finally we
discuss further implications and conclude this article in
Sec. V.

II. AHARONOV, ALBERT, AND VAIDMAN’S

FORMALISM OF WEAK VALUE

In this section, we shall briefly introduce AAV’s per-
turbation formalism of weak measurements, and the ap-
plications of weak value in quantum state tomography.

http://arxiv.org/abs/1504.07130v2
mailto:sjwu@nju.edu.cn
mailto:zbchen@ustc.edu.cn
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A. Weak measurement and weak value

The model in consideration consists of a system to be
measured and a pointer. Suppose the system is initialized
in the state ρin = |ψin〉〈ψin|. To measure observable Â,
one couples the system to the pointer initialized in the
state |φ0〉, via the typical unitary time evolution operator

U = exp(−igÂ⊗ p̂), where p̂ is defined on the pointer and
g is the coupling strength (assumed to be dimensionless).
After that, the system is postselected into Πf = |ψf 〉〈ψf |.
If the coupling is weak enough, the unnormalized pointer
state 〈ψf |U |ψin〉|φ0〉 will be [1, 2]

〈ψf |(I − igÂ⊗ p̂)|ψin〉|φ0〉+O(g2)

≈〈ψf |ψin〉 exp(−igAwp̂)|φ0〉, g → 0.
(1)

This rough derivation suggests that if p̂ is the momentum
operator and q̂ is the position operator ([q̂, p̂] = i~), then
pointer’s q̂-reading will be shifted by gAw. Here

Aw =
〈ψf |Â|ψin〉

〈ψf |ψin〉
=

tr(Πf Âρin)

tr(Πfρin)
(2)

is known as the weak value. One can determine the real
and imaginary parts of weak value, respectively, by mea-
suring two pointer observables, which are usually denoted
by q̂ and p̂ [1, 2, 23]. The outcomes of such measure-
ments, or the readings of the pointer, are denoted by
〈q̂〉f and 〈p̂〉f , respectively. The subscript “f” denotes
that the expectation values are conditioned on successful
postselection. The postselection is equivalent to a pro-
jective measurement. Thus the action of postselection
and reading the pointer is equivalent to a measurement
of Πf ⊗ q̂(p̂) on the entire system. It implies that

〈q̂(p̂)〉f =
〈Πf ⊗ q̂(p̂)〉

Pf

where on the right hand side 〈·〉 stands for the average
value in the coupled joint state U |ψin〉|φ0〉; Pf = 〈Πf⊗I〉
(I is the identity operator) is the probability of successful
postselection. In the weak limit g → 0, Pf will equal the
denominator of Aw, tr(Πfρin).

B. Applications

Here we investigate applications to determine the
unknown information incorporated in the weak value.
These applications are classified into two categories,
“measurable complex values” and “conditioned average”,
in Ref. [4]. From the definition of weak value (2), it is

obvious that the numerator tr(Πf Âρin) is what we are
really interested in, since the denominator is directly ac-
cessible in the projective measurements.

As the natural approach to acquire weak values, weak
measurements with postselections are employed in these
applications. And in fact, these applications are different

in the specific selections of |ψin〉, |ψf 〉 and Â. Thus we
shall not elaborate on them but merely focus on weak-
value tomography, or direct measurement of quantum
states.

1. Weak-value tomography

The numerator tr(Πf Âρin) in the definition of Aw is
actually what one wants in weak-value tomography, since
it gives the wave functions [5–8] or the Kirkwood-Dirac

distribution of general states [9–13]. To see it, if Â =
|x〉〈x| (the projector at position x ) and |ψf 〉 is the zero-

momentum eigenstate |~0p〉, then

(|x〉〈x|)w =
ψin(x)〈ψin |~0p〉

|〈~0p|ψin〉|2
(3)

where we have assumed the normalization 〈x|~0p〉 = 1.
Thus, it is the numerator that gives the wave function
ψin(x) [5].

In the experiment by Lundeen et al. [5], the pointer is
played by photon’s polarization initialized in |0〉 (σz |0〉 =
|0〉). To get the weak-value information from measure-
ments, the pointer observables, p̂ and q̂, are substituted
with two Pauli operators, p̂→ σx and q̂ → σy . Explicitly,
the formula for the numerator of (|x〉〈x|)w is

ψin(x)〈ψin|~0p〉 ≈
−1

2g
〈Πf ⊗ q̂〉+

i

2g
〈Πf ⊗ p̂〉. (4)

This equation also shows how the unknown wave func-
tion (left-hand side) is determined from the outcome of
measurements (right-hand side). The formula for mixed
states goes in similar ways [11, 12].

2. Merits and drawbacks

The merits of weak-value tomography were highlighted
in all the relevant references [5–13]. In sharply contrast
to the global inversion required in the standard tomogra-
phy, the most striking feature of weak-value tomography
is exhibited in the direct extraction of the wave function
at each spatial point. The entire wave function can be
generated in real time. The second merit is the simplicity
of manipulation. The observable Â is chosen from the set
{|x〉〈x|}x. These projectors commute with each other,
and correspond to one orthogonal basis of the Hilbert
space. To compare, the observables required in the stan-
dard tomography do not mutually commute. In the cases
in which ρin is a mixed state, the postselection should be
extended to {Πf}f (ΠfΠf ′ = Πfδf,f ′ ,

∑

f Πf = I, I

is the identity operator). These postselections in weak-
value tomography are compatible so that can be realized
a single experimental setup. Because of these factors,
weak-value tomography was successfully applied in the
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estimation of high-dimension states, like 27 dimensional
states in [6] and 192 dimensional states in [8].

One may wonder that why we do not directly mea-
sure the observable ℜ(Πf Â) and ℑ(Πf Â). If the projec-
tive measurements of the two observables are available in
the laboratory, perhaps that would be better. However,
here they are written in the form of |x〉〈~0p|+ |~0p〉〈x| and

i|x〉〈~0p| − i|~0p〉〈x|. It seems impossible to directly imple-
ment the measurements of them with the current capabil-
ity. Moreover, in the context of tomography, measuring
the complete set of these observables is just another ver-
sion of the standard tomography.

The drawbacks of weak-measurement schemes come
from the approximations and the weakness. The error
of the approximations used in Eq. (1) is drastic when
tr(Πfρin) is close to zero [16–18]. To avoid this trouble
one should know enough information about ρin, which
seems impossible since ρin is preassumed as unknown. It
makes the method not universal [4, 20, 21]. Other prob-
lems, such as bias and inefficiency, have been mentioned
above. These drawbacks are rooted in the original for-
malism of weak measurements and weak value and thus
cannot be solved trivially.

III. COUPLING-DEFORMED POINTER

OBSERVABLE

In this section, we will introduce the concept of the
coupling-deformed pointer observable, which permits us
to extract the weak-value information exactly with mea-
surements of any strength. See Fig. 1 for an overview.

ŝ

(g)ŝ

iny

fy

weak

strong

Figure 1: The extraction of weak-value information starts
from the initial state preparation of |ψin〉, and ends at the
postselection of the system onto |ψf 〉. AAV’s formalism re-
quires the measurement to be as weak as possible (left path
in the figure). While we show that we can get the weak-value
information using measurements at an arbitrary strength, say
g, if we replace the pointer observable with the coupling-
deformed pointer observable ŝ(g) (right path).

A. A nonperturbative framework

To go beyond the first-order perturbation [16, 17, 19,
24–27], the popular method is to keep more terms of the
series expansion

U =

∞
∑

n=0

(−ig)n

n!
Ân ⊗ p̂n. (5)

However, expressions written with a long summation are
too complicate to be used for further analysis and appli-
cations. For our purpose, a simple and fast nonpertur-
bative approach is posteriorly proved to be much better.

Suppose Â =
∑

m=1 am|am〉〈am| with 〈am|an〉 = δmn
and am 6= 0. Then one has |ψin〉 =

∑

m=1 cm|am〉 +
c0|ψ⊥〉 where |ψ⊥〉 is the component of |ψin〉 in the null

space of Â. After the coupling U = exp(−igÂ ⊗ p̂), the
overall state becomes

c0|ψ
⊥〉|φ0〉+

∑

m=1

cm|am〉|φm(g)〉, (6)

where |φm(g)〉 = exp(−igamp̂)|φ0〉. We denote |ψ⊥〉 as
|a0〉 for convenience. Suppose ŝ ∈ {p̂, q̂}, momentum
or position when the pointer is a continuous-variable
system, or Pauli operators when the pointer is a qubit
system, or other observables of the pointer accordingly.
Then the expectation value of Πf ⊗ ŝ for the given cou-
pling strength g can be written in a compact form as

〈Πf ⊗ ŝ〉g = g
∑

m,n=0

(ρin)mn(Πf )nmQnm(g, ŝ), (7a)

Qnm(g, ŝ) =
1

g
〈φn(g)|ŝ|φm(g)〉. (7b)

where (ρin)mn = 〈am|ρin|an〉, (Πf )nm = 〈an|Πf |am〉.
Additionally, when the input state ρin is not pure, the
definition of |a0〉 becomes ambiguous. In this case, sup-
pose |ψf 〉 =

∑

m=1 βm|am〉+β0|ψ⊥
f 〉. Then |a0〉 could be

redefined as |ψ⊥
f 〉. It is not complicated to check that this

redefinition will not change the value of the right-hand
side of Eq. (7a), which then turns out to be applicable
to situations with ρin being a mixed state.

B. A stronger sufficient condition for the

extraction of weak-value information

Within the above nonperturbation framework, let
us investigate how the numerator of the weak value,
tr(Πf Âρin), arises at the weak limit. The result will hint
at a sufficient condition for the extraction of weak-value
information that is stronger than the weak limit.

Under the condition that 〈φ0|ŝ|φ0〉 = 0, the Q-matrix
elements read in the weak limit as

lim
g→0

Qnm(g, ŝ) = ian〈φ0|p̂ŝ|φ0〉 − iam〈φ0|ŝp̂|φ0〉

≡ Qnm(0, ŝ)
(8)
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Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7a), one gets

〈Πf ⊗ ŝ〉g→0 = −ig〈φ0|[ŝ, p̂]−|φ0〉Re [tr(Πf Âρin)]

+g〈φ0|[ŝ, p̂]+|φ0〉Im [tr(Πf Âρin)]
(9)

Here Re and Im mean the real and imaginary parts, re-
spectively, and [ŝ, p̂]± = ŝp̂± p̂ŝ. That means, for the real
part of weak-value numerator, one should read a point
observable q̂, i.e., ŝ→ q̂, which satisfies 〈φ0|[q̂, p̂]+|φ0〉 =
0, and for the imaginary part, one can read ŝ→ p̂, which
obviously satisfies 〈φ0|[p̂, p̂]−|φ0〉 = 0. Explicitly,

Re [tr(Πf Âρin)] =
i

g〈φ0|[q̂, p̂]−|φ0〉
〈Πf ⊗ q̂〉g→0,

Im [tr(Πf Âρin)] =
1

g〈φ0|[p̂, p̂]+|φ0〉
〈Πf ⊗ p̂〉g→0.

(10)

These two expressions verify the sufficiency of weak limit,
while the derivation for Eq. (10) illuminates a wider suf-
ficient condition: the elements of the Q matrix, Q(g, ŝ),
have the special type that Qmn = cam + c∗an with c
being a constant. To reach this type of Q matrix, weak
limit is sufficient, but not necessary.

C. Coupling-deformed pointer observables

In the weak limit, Eqs. (8) and (9) suggest that the
specific selection of ŝ is not important: we just need to
make sure that the factor 〈φ0|p̂ŝ|φ0〉 is real or imaginary,
while to go beyond the weak regime, the key observation
is that we can exploit the untapped freedom of choosing
a proper ŝ.

Let us denote the modified pointer observable as ŝ(g),
which we call the coupling-deformed (CD) observable
hereafter. We can get the weak-value numerator if the
selection of ŝ(g) makes the corresponding Q matrix,
Q[g, ŝ(g)], satisfy the relation

Q[g, ŝ(g)] = ηQ(0, ŝ) (11)

where η is a proportionality constant, which may or may
not depend on g. Too see it, from Eqs. (7a) and (11) we
have

〈Πf ⊗ ŝ(g)〉g = η〈Πf ⊗ ŝ〉g→0. (12)

Then, as an alternative to Eq. (10), if the corresponding
q̂(g) and p̂(g) exist we have

Re [tr(Πf Âρin)] =
i

ηg〈φ0|[q̂, p̂]−|φ0〉
〈Πf ⊗ q̂(g)〉g,

Im [tr(Πf Âρin)] =
1

ηg〈φ0|[p̂, p̂]+|φ0〉
〈Πf ⊗ p̂(g)〉g.

(13)

Therefore, we can obtain the weak-value information ex-
actly in strong measurements of any strength g, via read-
ing the CD observables q̂(g) and p̂(g).

Then how can we identify the desired CD observable
ŝ(g) (ŝ = q̂ or p̂)? At first, one can choose an arbi-
trary orthonormal basis {|ũ〉} of the space spanned by
{|φm(g)〉}, and define the matrix S(g) with elements
given by Sum = 〈ũ|φm(g)〉. Suppose {|φm(g)〉} are lin-
early independent (we will discuss the other case later);
the matrix S(g) will have a well-defined inversion S(g)−1.

One can define a matrix Q̃(g, ŝ) by

Q̃(g, ŝ) = η [S†(g)]−1Q(0, ŝ)S(g)−1, (14)

where Q(0, ŝ) is given by (8). Then, the CD observable
can be chosen as

ŝ(g) = g
∑

u,v

(Q̃(g, ŝ))uv|ũ〉〈ṽ|. (15)

It is straightforward to show that the choice of CD ob-
servable according to (15) ensures the requirement (11),
and therefore also ensures (13). So one can choose
q̂(g) [or p̂(g)] according to (15), and then retrieve the
real (or imaginary) part of the weak-value information

tr(Πf Âρin) from (13) by measuring the expectation value
of Πf ⊗ q̂(g), or Πf ⊗ p̂(g), with any strength g.

Here are some remarks. Equation (15) fixes the ef-
fective parts of ŝ(g); one can add irrelevant terms living
outside of the space spanned by {|φm(g)〉}. The pro-
portionality constant η in Eq. (14) is irrelevant to the
statistics of the outcomes of measuring ŝ(g) and thus can
be fixed by the convenience. The choice of ŝ(g) is inde-
pendent of the initial system state ρin and thus can be
accomplished beforehand in the step of pointer calibra-
tion.

D. Example: Weak-value tomography

Now we show how to use our method of CD observ-
ables to extract weak-value information. Let us revisit
the experiment of Lundeen et al. [5], where a photon’s
spatial wave function is coupled to polarization (pointer)
via U = exp(−ig|x〉〈x| ⊗ σx) (we have p̂ → σx). Since

Â = |x〉〈x| is a rank-1 projector with a0 = 0 and a1 = 1,
there are only two relevant pointer states, |φ0〉 = |0〉
and |φ1(g)〉 = exp(−igσx)|φ0〉 = cos(g)|0〉 − i sin(g)|1〉
(σz |1〉 = −|1〉). Thus the Q matrices will be 2 dimen-
sional. In order to retrieve the real part of the weak
value, one has q̂ → σy. According to Eq. (8),

Q(0, q̂) = −

(

0 1
1 2

)

. (16)

Now a convenient choice of the orthogonal basis of the
space spanned by {|φ0〉, |φ1(g)〉} is {|0〉, |1〉}, with which
the matrix S(g) introduced above can be written as

S(g) = −

(

1 cos(g)
0 −i sin(g)

)

. (17)
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Then the matrix Q̃(g, q̂) given by Eq. (14) is

Q̃(g, q̂) =
η

sin(g)

(

0 −i
i −2 tan( g2 )

)

. (18)

Fixing η = sin(g)/g for convenience, from Eq. (15) we
obtain the CD observable

q̂(g) = σy − tan(
g

2
)(I − σz), g ∈ [0,

π

2
]. (19)

According to (13), we have

Re [tr(Πf Âρin)] =
−1

2 sin(g)
〈Πf ⊗ q̂(g)〉g. (20)

The case of a strong limit achieved at g = 1
2π is also stud-

ied in Ref. [28], and cases of arbitrary strength in Ref.
[29]. Their methods are based on Eq. (5). An analytical
result is possible because Lundeen’s setup involves only
a simple Â (projector) and simple pointer (qubit), while
our result origins from a more general approach with CD
observable.

E. Resolution of the drawbacks

Here we explain how the shortcomings of the previous
weak-value tomography listed in Ref. [21] are overcome
by our approach of CD observables. A more elaborate
study is reported in an independent work with other col-
leagues [30].

When the tiny but finite coupling strength is fixed, the
pointer reading will deviate from the gAw when |ψin〉
tends to be orthogonal to |ψf 〉 [16, 18]. Our method will
not face such possible failure, because the formalism is
exact and universally valid.

The formalism of the weak-measurement scheme is ex-
act only in the weak limit, while the real experiments
need a finite interaction strength. This discrepancy
causes the bias, the deviation between the expectation
of the estimator (the reconstructed states) and the real
value of the estimated state. In weak-value tomography,
this bias is confirmed to be very robust [21], i.e., hard to
be removed, while here it automatically disappears (we
presume the perfect implementation) because of the ex-
actness of our formalism in the whole range of coupling
strength.

The most important improvement is the reduction of
quantum noise. With our formalism, weak-value tomog-
raphy can be implemented using stronger interactions.
The efficiency of information extraction will be superior
to a significant extent.

To verify the argument, we performed a numerical sim-
ulation of three tomography methods, the traditional
weak-measurement schemes, the standard tomography,
and our method with CD pointer observables. We ran-
domly select a qubit state, simulate N times of quantum
measurements, and then calculate the trace distance be-
tween the real state and the reconstructed state.

10
3

10
4

10
5

10
6

10
7

10
8

10
−4

10
−3

10
−2

10
−1

10
0

N

T
ra
c
e
 d
is
ta
n
c
e

CD observable method

Standard tomography

Weak−measurement−based

Figure 2: Trace distance (between the real and the recon-
structed states) against the times of repetitions (sample size,
N). The weak-value tomography based on weak measurements
is simulated with the strength g = 0.1, our method with the
CD observables is simulated with the strength g = π/2.

The numerical result is illustrated in Fig. 2, which
gives curves of reconstruction error (trace distance)
against the times of repetition (sample size). It shows
that, to reach the same level of precision, the method
based on weak measurements needs many more samples
than the other two, while the sample size used in our
method with the CD observables is comparable with that
of the standard tomography. Thus, the problem of re-
source consumption is cured. A more thorough compar-
ison between the three is reported in Ref. [30].

F. The g-invariant CD observables

There are situations when the CD observable ŝ(g)
is independent of g. Such g-invariant CD observables

could simplify the experimental implementation. The g-
invariant observables will also be necessary for applica-
tions when the coupling constant is either unknown or
uncertain with inevitable errors. Below we give exam-
ples of g-invariant observables that are easy to measure.

1. Â is a projector

We consider again the experiment of Lundeen et al. [5]
in which one can obtain the imaginary part of the weak
value by measuring p̂→ σx. We have

Q(g, σx) =
sin(g)

g

(

0 −i
i 0

)

=
sin(g)

g
Q(0, σx). (21)

Thus Eq. (11) is fulfilled, and σx is certainly a g-invariant
CD observable in this case. If the pointer is replaced by a
continuous-variable system and initialized in a Gaussian
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state with standard deviation ∆,

〈q|φ0〉 =
1

(2π∆)1/4
exp(−

q2

4∆2
), (22)

which is very common in reported experiments on weak
measurements [4], we will have (p̂ = −i ∂∂q )

Q(g, p̂) =
1

4∆2
e−

g2

8∆2

(

0 −i
i 0

)

= e−
g2

8∆2Q(0, p̂). (23)

The CD observable is found to be the original observable
p̂, which is of course g-invariant.

2. Â is effectively a Pauli operator

Another case of 2-dimensional Q matrix is when Â has
only two nonzero eigenvalues while |ψf 〉 resides in the

support set of Â.
Suppose that Â = a1Π1 + a2Π2 where a1(2) 6= 0

and Π1(2) is the projector onto the eigenspace. Then
the formalism of the system with variables combination
(g, Â, |φ0〉) is equivalent to that of another system where

the experimental variables are (geff , Âeff , |φ′0〉):

geff =
a1 − a2

2
g; Âeff = Π1 −Π2;

|φ′0〉 = exp(−ig
a1 + a2

2
p̂)|φ0〉.

(24)

The equivalence is that, the elements of Q-matrices can
be calculated with the pointer states given by

|φ±〉 = exp(±igeff p̂)|φ
′

0〉. (25)

Thus we just need to consider operators in the form of
Âeff , a generalization of Pauli operator σz . But note
that if (Π1 +Π2)|ψf 〉 6= |ψf 〉, |φ′0〉 should be included so
that Q matrices become three dimensional.

The investigated two-dimensional Q matrices are sum-
marized in Tab. I, where those support g-invariant
pointer observables are marked. Situations when Â is the
generalized Pauli matrix are discussed in Ref. [14]. In
the three cases marked in Tab. I, if the pointer is played
by a qubit in state |0〉, then the pointer observables can
be chosen as Pauli operators p̂ → σx and q̂ → σy , while
for the continuous-variable pointers and the initial state
|φ0〉 satisfying some conditions to be given below, the CD
observables will be g-invariant.

Suppose q̂ is the position operator and p̂ is the momen-
tum operator. Particularly, in the right column of Table
I, the diagonal elements of the Q matrices (for the imag-
inary parts of the weak-value numerator) are derived as

〈φ0|e
igamp̂p̂e−igamp̂|φ0〉 = 〈φ0|p̂|φ0〉 = 0, (26)

provided that the initial reading of the pointer is zero.
The two off-diagonal terms must be complex conjugate

Â Q(0, q̂) Q(0, p̂)

Π -

(

0 1
1 2

)

(

0 −i
i 0

)

√

Π1 − Π2 2

(

1 0
0 −1

)

√
2

(

0 −i
i 0

)

√

Table I: The 2-dimensional Qmatrices, q̂ and p̂ are the pointer
observables for the real and imaginary parts of weak-value
information, respectively. In cases marked with “

√
”, the CD

observables are g-invariant when the pointers are initialized
in proper states.

since Q matrices are Hermitian by definition. Therefore,
the desired Q matrices are ensured if

〈φ0|p̂ exp(−ig(an − am)p̂)|φ0〉 (27)

is a pure imaginary number. It is sufficient to require the
wave function of |φ0〉 in momentum representation, i.e.,
φ0(p) to have even parity.

For the g-invariant CD observable in the left column,
being a continuous variable state, |φ0〉 should satisfy the
condition that

〈φ0|[q̂, e
i2gp̂]+|φ0〉 = 0. (28)

It degenerates to the condition 〈φ0|[q̂, p̂]+|φ0〉 = 0 in the
weak limit.

IV. METHODS AGAINST POOR POINTERS

Our general method with CD observables requires the
linear independence of {|φm(g)〉}. But if it cannot be ful-
filled due to a pointer with limited dimensions of Hilbert
space, or if the CD observables are either hard to calcu-
late or hard to measure in practice, do we have methods
to circumvent these troubles?

One strategy is to measure another observable, say Ã,
which supports 2-dimensional Q matrices, and of which
the weak value has the same information of Aw. One
construction is like this: define

|ψA〉 = N
∑

m

am〈am|ψf 〉|am〉, (29)

where N = 1/
√

〈ψ|Â2|ψf 〉 is the normalization factor.

Then we have

Πf Â ∝ Πf |ψA〉〈ψA|. (30)

where the proportionality factor is
〈ψf |Â

2|ψf 〉

〈ψ|Â|ψf 〉
. It implies

that Ã can be the rank-1 projector, |ψA〉〈ψA|, provided
that 〈ψf |ψA〉 6= 0. Otherwise Πf |ψA〉〈ψA| is trivially

zero. In this case, Ã can be selected as the general-
ized Pauli matrix |ψA〉〈ψf | + |ψf 〉〈ψA| which allows 2-
dimensional Q matrices. Then even a poor pointer with
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only 2-dimensional Hilbert space can be used to extract
weak-value information.

Another strategy is to modify the postselection. Con-
sider the following equality

tr(Πf Âρin) = [tr(ÂΠfρin)]
∗. (31)

That is, we can use Ã = Πf and replace the original post-

selection with a projective measurement of Â, i.e., project
the system onto {|am〉}m and multiply the pointer read-
ings by the corresponding am (when the system is pro-
jected onto |am〉). Then Eq. (31) shows that the resulted
value is just the complex conjugation of the original weak
value. We remark here that since Ã is a projector here,
theQmatrices are 2 dimensional. Meanwhile, the CD ob-
servables are irrelevant to the postselected state. There-
fore, only a fixed setting of pointer system is needed,
although the postselection is performed onto a set of or-
thogonal states.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We would like to discuss more the experimental real-
izations. Given a weak-measurement scheme, our main
result implies that, the measurement can be strengthened
if the CD observables can be read on the pointer. That
means the feasibility of our method relies on the pre-
sumption that the pointer can be operated conveniently.
Otherwise, we have to measure Ã instead of the original
Â, as discussed in Sec. IV, while in the important exam-
ple of weak-value tomography, our method is very easy
to realize within Lundeen’s setup [5], where the pointer
is played by the polarization freedom. Operators of any
direction (in the Bloch sphere) can be simply measured.
Meanwhile, the coupling between spatial wave function
and polarization (the pointer) is realized with a rectan-
gular sliver of a half-wave plate. The coupling strength
is determined by the angle shift on the photons’ polar-

ization. To implement stronger measurements, we just
need to tune larger this angle. Therefore, everything can
be done easily.

Our result also has other implications. For example,
the accessibility of weak-value information is often at-
tributed to the negligible disturbance caused by weak
measurements in the literature; see, e.g., Refs. [5, 31].
However, our results show that such interpretation is
unnecessary. We hope this work could stimulate more
sparks on theories and applications of “weak” measure-
ments.

To summarize, we have developed a nonperturbative
approach to retrieve weak-value information in measure-
ments with post-selections. Here the system-pointer cou-
pling strength can be of any finite value, not necessarily
small. To retain the original form of the weak-value,
we can slightly modify the current weak-measurement
scheme, and read the CD observables on the pointers
instead. We also studied situations when such a modi-
fication is unnecessary, namely, the CD observables are
g-invariant. This is meaningful for simplifying the exper-
iments. Thus, while keeping the advantages of current
weak-measurement and weak-value motivated applica-
tions, our method eliminates main problems therein, such
as inefficiency, bias, and problematic universality in the
current weak-measurement tomography scheme, without
introducing much complexity in experimental implemen-
tations.
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